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Currently numerous information systems development (ISD)
processes exist. Little evidence has been provided that these
processes have evolved to meet the requirements for web
development, specifically e-commerce development. Web
development (and e-commerce development) is, however
important to many organizations. This paper discusses work
related to web ISD processes, and secondly, lists the findings
obtained by a study into the usage of ISD processes by web
development companies in New Zealand. Thirdly, the paper
reports on a method for choosing a web development process
out of a given set of ISD processes. Finally, a prototype tool
that implements this method is briefly described.
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1. INTRODUCTION
There has been a rapid growth in the use of the
web for commercial purposes, which includes the
need for companies to develop and use web sites
and/or e-commerce sites (Cheung 1998; Taylor,
McWilliams, Forsyth and Wade 2002; Vidgen,
Avison, Wood and Wood-Harper 2002). The same
challenges and problems that existed with the development of “traditional” IS, also exist when developing web information systems (WIS) and ecommerce information systems (eCIS) (Butler
2003). WIS and eCIS therefore require a mix of
web development techniques (such as user profiling) with traditional IS development competencies
which includes database and program design (Gruhn
and Schope 2002; Vidgen 2002). WIS and eCIS
development require quick project completion, yet
demand quality software (Sharma, Sugumaran and
Rajagopalan 2002). An attempt has been made to
conceptualise the term WIS as opposed to IS
(Kaschek, Schewe, Wallace and Mathews 2004).
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This paper reports findings of a small survey of
31 respondents conducted in March 2004 amongst
55 web developers on their usage of web IS processes. In section 3, a method is introduced that can
be used to choose between different web ISD processes, whilst in section 4 a prototype selection tool
is briefly defined. Finally, some conclusions are
drawn in the last section.

2. ISD PROCESS USAGE
RESEARCH RESULTS
A survey, with web developers, was conducted
to determine the usage of web ISD processes. Several developers participated in the survey. Fifty percent of the developers interviewed had been involved
in the development of web pages, whilst 28% indicated the development of large interactive websites
and 22% developed e-commerce sites - of this latter group, 9% used predefined software to do the
development. The development was done for a
range of companies that included the health sector,
government, SMEs, tertiary sector and large companies.
The work environment of developers included
single person development (37%), private company
(29%), Small-to-medium sized business or SMEs
(21%) and larger business (13%).
A fifth of the people do their development in
teams of between 4 and 10 people, whilst two-fifths
do their development as part of a team of up to three
people. Two-fifths of the developers do individual
development.
As seen in Figure 1, 20% of the developers do
not use a structured development process; whereas

Figure 1: Structured development process usage

Figure 2: Specific methods used by developers

27% use storyboarding, 23% use open source software, 13% use rational unified software, 7% use
prototyping and 7% use user profiling. Only 3%
developers use a hierarchy tree layout and no one
uses agile modelling.
Respondents were asked to indicate all the development methods they had used for web ISD (See
results in Figure 2). Upper most in their responses
was storyboarding, sketching screens and research
into other sites. The larger teams/projects included
data modelling and entity-relationship diagrams as
well as project management and time management
techniques in their list of modelling methods used.
User profiling, UML diagrams and case tools are
used by some of the developers, but these methods
are not extensively used.
The feedback received from some of the larger
development companies indicated that there is a
need for using a formal web ISD process, especially when developing larger sites. Elementary sites
require at least extensive prototyping. The develop-

ers further commented that for complicated sites,
that require extensive database or e-commerce
work, there is a definite need to do complete analysis, scoping and documentation before any development work. Functional requirements need to be
defined and agreed upon with the user. Some of the
companies set up a staging server that allows the
client access to the site at will before formal testing
and going live.

3. SELECTION METHOD
An attempt is made to define a Process Selection Methodology, which can be used to choose
between different web ISD Processes. For each of
the web ISD Processes, their characteristics are
specified in the form of a list of concepts. It is proposed that a structured list of quality aspects (characteristics) are used to choose between different web
ISD processes. Each characteristic will be weighted
to show its importance, with the weighted values
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adding to one. The characteristics and a brief disProject - IT strategy, business strategy, future
cussion of contributing elements follows:
plans, objectives, requirements and implementation
strategies.
Application:
Team, - focuses on skills, education, experience
Quality - targeting the intended system quality of the development team as well as its composition
include characteristics such as adaptability, availabil- and load due to involvement in other projects.
ity, completeness, correctness, cost, ergonomics,
Time - the intended development time.
interoperability, maintenance, performance, safety
Tool support - the availability of the tool within
and security.
Economics - the available development budget, the company, quality (including the degree of covthe expected running costs, benefit, and amortiza- erage of the modelling system and utility of the tool),
trustworthiness of the tool vendor and robustness
tion time.
of the tool.
Conception:
Domain of method application - focusing on the
The Process Selection Methodology will assodevelopment process used.
ciate with each web ISD process profile a vector of
Process - the activities and life cycles recom- numbers for the specified process and for each characteristic a weighting factor. This will enable the user
mended.
to quantitatively compare web ISD processes and
Documentation:
chose the one with the largest weighted sum. ApMaterial - the availability and quality of teach- plying sensitivity analysis and weak-point analysis
ing- and documentary material, including case stud- (see (Böhm and Wenger 1996) for more detail about
ies, adequate definitions and explanations.
how to apply this method in general) will help to
Publicity - targeting the likelihood with which new further confirm that the recommended web ISD
staff can be expected to be capable of applying the process is valid.
methodology.
The heuristic in this paper does not have the purpose of guiding users to a final decision. Rather it
Methodology:
aims to introduce terminology that can be used to
Artifact analysis - the support given for analyzing make the decision and document reasons for dedevelopment artifacts and includes maturity, accu- ciding in a particular way. The proposed heuristic
racy and reliability.
provides expert users of the tool with the capability
Team support - the support given for group-wise of adding to and documenting new heuristics.
development and include characteristics such as
4. PROTOTYPE TOOL
understanding, ease of use, ease of learning and accepting.
Figure 3 describes the prototype tool that has
Design primitives - the support for controlled been developed. The developer using this protoevolution and transformations such as change man- type tool is thus assisted to make a decision on the
agement.
web ISD process that will best suit their needs. This
Modeling system - the concepts offered for sys- tool is used to assist the decision-making process.
tems development, how to apply and represent The final decision choice will still lay with the actual
these, i.e. development for re-use, documentation decision-makers e.g. developer or manager.
and deliverables
5. CONCLUSIONS
Organization - targeting the enterprise culture, the
business strategy followed, the employed technolAs seen in this paper, there is a definite need for
ogy with characteristics such as infrastructure, en- developers to use a formal web ISD process and
terprise culture, technology, current level of busi- the need exists to provide developers with support
ness, external exposure, current client base, person- in making the decision on which web ISD process
nel internet experience and geographic interaction. to use when developing web- or e-commerce sites.
It is a difficult task to ensure that the formal web
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Figure 3: Prototype description

ISD processes have evolved sufficiently to meet the
commerce systems.” Information and Software
developers’ requirements for web ISD processes.
Technology 44(2002): 891 - 901.
Further research into this is required. Further re- Kaschek, R., K.-D. Schewe, C. Wallace and C.
search is also required into how to best determine
Mathews (2004). Story Boarding for
and prescribe the most suited web ISD process for
Web0Based Information Systems.Chapter 1.
a specific application.
Taniar D., Wenny Rahayu J.: Web Information
Systems., IDEA Group Publishing. Hershey,
PA. 2004.
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